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MRS HILDA MURRELL, the celebrated rose
grower and sometime anti-nuclear campaigner,
died just over a year ago. These three books,
directly and indirectly, explore the issues which
have been sensationally linked with her cruel
murder at the hands of an assailant still
unknown and at large.
Wide public awareness of the circumstances

of her death started on the shores of fiction.
Judith Cook's novel of a Ministry of Defence
conspiracy to conceal an accident at a nerve gas
store in Suffolk, The Waste Remains, is said
to have inspired one of the late Mrs Murrell's
neighbours to contact Ms Cook and ask: had
fiction been, as ever, lagging behind fact? Was

Hilda Murrell's death, as the police believed,
merely the hideous consequence of a casual
burglar's deranged behaviour or was it
connected to her interest in the nuclear
industry?
Judith Cook's first report on this affair

appeared in the NS last November and has
provoked a subsequent tide of conspiracy
theory. Judith Cook speculatively linked .the
murder to the Sizewell reactor enquiry. Soon
after, Tam Dalyell MP introduced an
alternative conspiracy theory: that she had been.
killed by an intelligence agent' who was
searching for documents supposedly left with
her by her nephew, who had been a1;1
intelligence officer 'at the Northwood Naval
HQ during the Falklands war.
The cascade of media stories which followed

has grown increasingly hairy, and trivial clues
have been investigated at length without
fundamental questions being asked about how,
or why, M15, M16, or 'any other odd
intelligence agency should really have any
interest at all in the old lady. Since Judith Cook
started investigating, and Graham Smith
started writing his book, every slight difficulty
with letters they receive or phone calls they
make has been blamed on the secret world and
avidly reported in diary columns.
In The Waste Remains, a young journalist dies

mysteriously and his body is dumped at sea by
the MoD baddies. A homely woman friend
living nearby is left to piece together how he
discovered the existence and effects of a secret
nerve gas stockpile once held in a remote Sussex
coastal village.
Although bettering the sort of novel in which

technical or scientific incompetence is held out
as a badge ofliteracy, the tale is marred by a lack
of real depth of understanding of the secret
official world. In the end, the MoD plotter who
engineered two deaths (that just doesn't
happen), suddenly confesses all \ to the
investigative heroine, and prornptly'asks her to
forget all about it - which she does!
Some lack of depth of understanding is also

present in The Price of Freedom. Here,
Judith Cook sets out with the laudable motive of
attacking official secrecy in those areas where it
is easiest for ordinary folk to perceive its evil -
in health, social administration and local
government, in employment arid welfare. This
is a necessary antidote to the high-falutin' and
exotic attacks on nuclear, military or
intelligence secrecy with which much
investigative journalism (myself and the New
Statesman often included) 'is associated, rightly
or wrongly. _. _ .,
But The Priceof Freedom does then creep' on to

deal with these more sensational areas, creating .
a very fragmentary feel to all of its coverage. It is
a chatty pot-pourri of stories about bad secrecy,
without much attempt to escape from the
anecdotal and incidental into overview or
analysis. Sadly, this is likely to alienate many of
those who are not already converted to the
Freedom of Information cause and prevent
them reading some of the disturbing stories
here collated.
However, implicitly to represent the entire

public service as a conspiracy to deceive is a
disservice to understanding which can blind
one to real misbehaviour when it happens. One
can, like TV programmes recently hot on the

Murrell trail, get careless about asking
fundamental questions, only to be embarrassed
when 'missing' evidence is put on display a
week later. .
Graham Smith, a Cornwall-based

investigative journalist, has avoided such
mistakes in following the trail which Judith
Cook blazed to produce the first book about the
Murrell case. In Death of a Rose Grower he
sensibly equivocates as to whether he really
backs any of the theories - Belgrano, nuclear or
burgling nutcase, and focuses instead on the
inadequacies of the police investigations, which
are many. At one point, West Mercia
Constabulary had to produce an l l-page press
release justifying its behaviour.
If ever a police force wanted to foster a

conspiracy theory by creating an impression
that it didn't want to solve the crime, it may
have its model in West Mercia. To a significant
extent, poor press relations and indifferent
police work - ranging from mere oversight to a
group of detectives caught out on the golf
course when they were supposed to be in
working ori the files - have created the public
uncertainty which now complicates its further
enquiries.
Death oj a Rose-Grower is a short, valuable

and cogent guide to the evidence so far and is
relatively untainted by the need to
sensationalise which has overcome so much
other TV and press reporting. It is marred by
poor editing and production (such as having
chapters numbered in the index, but nowhere
else). But the evidence thus far is there,
presented with reasonable dispassion. There is
still a man to be brought to justice for murder,
questions to be answered about Mrs Murrell's
death; West Mercia detectives are still about
and abroad, and still. asking all the wrong
questions. Nevertheless, the balance of
probability on the evidence so far is, in my view,
'dear; it is a retreat from the shores of fiction to
allow Hilda Murrell to rest in. peace with an
uncomplicated epitaph on her grave. 0
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